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D.1 Accountability and Support Report – President – Nov 2016  

 

General Update from Officer 

 

I feel that this year started off extremely well, from bonding as a sabbatical officer team to starting work on and 

completing objectives. At this stage I have made relevant connections with the Vice Chancellors Group. Became 

accustomed to the newly appointed SU staff.  Made connections with various sabbatical officers and NUS staff. After 

a successful Fresher’s where objectives were put on hold it is great to be back with cracking on with what I want 

changed for the benefit of students.  

In addition, I am very pleased to say I have been elected onto the Union Development Zone Committee at the 

National Union of Students Zone Conference in October. I will touch on this in AOB.  

You may have seen around campus the Know Your Course Rep & the NESTLE campaign. 

As a first year officer I am proud to see what we are doing as Leeds Beckett Students’ Union and that we are 

constantly trying to improve our output and improve students’ lives.  

 

 

Progress on Objectives  

Objective 1. New First Bus Service- £1.00 Single Fare 

To deliver a £1.00 single fare high quality bus service that ensures education and extracurricular activities are as 
accessible as possible for all students 

Discussions on going with the University’s Transport Coordinator, Jason Colbeck in preparation for our meeting in 
December with the Head of Commercial Services at First Bus, Paul Turner. This meeting is to discuss the new £1 
single fare 29/29x bus service that started on Monday 19th connecting many of Leeds Beckett’s Halls of Residence, 
City Campus and Headingley Campus. I am receiving support from John Goodwin (Students’ Union Head of 
Membership Engagement) and Michael Austin (Student Voice Manager). 

Key information collected so far as to why the service needs to run later:  

 Athletic Union run events between 5pm – 10pm, with around 1,300 students participating each week.  

 There are around 1,500 students who are members of student societies, many of which hold their meetings 

and social activities in the evening.  

 Consideration needs to be given to students using the university’s study, fitness and recreational facilities in 

the evenings. 

 Lectures commonly timetabled until 6pm. There is even a significant number of students and staff who will 

not be able to access the service immediately at the end of the standard teaching day. On a weekly basis, 

around 200 students at Headingley campus will not finish their lectures until 6pm, which equates to 15% of 

all students who have timetabled classes after 3pm.  

 There are 496 students based at Carnegie Village. 

 Safety of students walking at night-time.  

 Elected First Year Rep (Emily Riach) had extending bus service on her manifesto.  



I am compiling complaints from students and staff in person/via email. The majority of complaints are around 
frequency, timetable (the service not running late enough) and that it does operate to Kirkstall accommodations. 
The evidence should demand for increased hours due to the incentive of it being commercially valuable to First Bus 
and it increasing yearly/monthly passes. I am in discussions with the university to organise services for Kirkstall (for 
example, more bike promotion/a shared taxi service). I have also raised this as an issue to DVC Paul Smith and David 
Collett Head of Campus and Residential Services. 

 

Objective: Ongoing 

 

Objectives 1.5 Exam accessibility: No 9am exams 

To reduce the number of students late to exams by putting a stop to 9am exam start times 

Objective: Ongoing (should be complete when all exams are finished at the end of the year for full time 

undergraduate students).  

 

Objectives 2. Keep Wednesday Afternoons Free (KWAF)  

To extend existing timetable programme at Headingley Campus to students based at the city campus to ensure a 

comparable student experience through access to extra-curricular activity.  

Previously: Voted for Motion 315: Keep Wednesday Afternoons Free (which passed) at the National Union of 

Students Conference in Brighton with my predecessor and other NUS Delegates.  

I have organised another meeting with Head of Timetabling Paul Ritchie in December (who helped me in my 

objective of making sure no students had exams at 9am). The meeting will be to discuss when classes are unable to 

be moved from Wednesday afternoon due to space issues what alternative provision can be made and how this can 

be made aware to students. For example a video recording/rearranging to attend another timeslot. We will also 

discuss the potential to have a pilot scheme for all undergraduate courses in semester 2 now that the university 

knows the numbers of students from clearing.  

Objective: Ongoing.  

 

Objectives 3. Library fines and core texts  

Previously: Met with Director of the Libraries and Learning Innovations Jo Norry. 

I organised a meeting with Head of Library Services and Operations Katherine Everest to discuss library fines. 

Katherine mentioned ‘fairer fines’ in regards to reducing general fines but increasing fines in certain thresholds 

however this is still in development stage and discussions are ongoing. In addition to this I had a tour around 

Headingley Library with Harry Walters, Megan Robinson and Kelly-Anne Watson to discuss what future 

improvements could be made. I and Kelly also had a tour around the City Campus library and I was particularly 

impressed with the new 1st floor development. It was discussed that the city campus library was at a far greater 

development stage than Headingley campus which really needed improving. I am organising to go to Huddersfield to 

http://phonebook.leedsbeckett.ac.uk/main/result.htm?search=Head+of+Campus+and+Residential+Services&searchby=Job+Title&exact=true


view their library and I am planning to contact their SU in regards for information about what their university has 

done to tackle library fines. I have already made connections with their Students’ Union President Sabrina. In 

addition, Alex Webster Activism and Campaigns Coordinator was supportive of reducing fines and discussions will be 

on going. At this stage I have scheduled in a meeting with Kate Kluttz Lending & Operations Development Manager 

at Leeds Beckett University Libraries and Learning Innovation to have further discussions.    

Objective: Ongoing.  

 

 

Progress on Mandates from Student Council  

THIS TEFINITELY ISNT GOOD!  

The Vice Chancellor Peter Slee came to student council to address council members in a Question and Answer style. 

ETHICAL INVESTMENT POLICY 

I am working with NUS’ Divest/Invest consultant Laura Clayson and Alex Webster SU Activism and Campaigns 

Coordinator to write a policy which supersedes (improve upon) this for a sustainable future. Prior to this myself and 

Meg Robinson attended a strategy day at Sheffield University with NUS Vice President Society & Citizenship Robbie 

Young in regards to Divest/Invest expanding to include FE #EmissionsImpossible.   

FREE EDUCATION  

Will be attending the NUS National Demo on the 19th November  

As many of you may be aware a national demonstration has been called by the NUS for November 19th in London.  

The SU will be providing coach travel for the demo.  

 

 

Any other business  

 

NUS Lead and Change 

Over the past month you’re Exec Team and I have been NUS Zones Conference in Stratford Upon Avon. Your VP 

Education, Megan Robinson, attended the Higher Education zone; VP Equality & Diversity, Maddy Andrews attended 

the Society and Citizenship zone, VP Welfare Kelly-anne Watson attended the Welfare Zone and last but not least 

Your VP Activities, Harry Walters and myself attended the Union Development Zone. This conference brings together 

Exec Officers from all over the UK, to reflect on their own responsibilities and understanding of leadership, and to 

consider the impact of working collectively, both locally and nationally. We were involved in plenty of interactive 

workshops, engaged in high intensity debates such as how to increase political awareness. Basically each NUS' Full 

Time Vice Officers (Richard -VP Union Development, Shelly-VP Welfare, Shakira-VP Further Education, Sorana - VP 

Higher Education and Robbie- VP Society and Citizenship) has a zone and zone conferences are a chance where we 

SU officers get to hold the FTOs to account, attend workshops, network and stand for zone elections. I ran for Union 



Development Zone Committee. If elected I would be able to scrutinise and support Richard Brooks at various 

committee meetings. I was encouraged to run for the national place on the National Executive Council for Union 

Development. I however couldn’t as the Vice President of Union Development is a man and in that circumstance the 

national place is reserved for a woman. I am very pleased to say I have been elected onto the Union Development 

Zone Committee at the National Union of Students Zone Conference in October! I'm really looking forward for the 

year ahead with NUS Vice President (Union Development) Richard Brooks and the rest of the zone. 

Huddersfield 

I was invited to sit on the Huddersfield Sabbatical Officers Accountability Panels. This was where I got a chance to 

scrutinize all officers and hold them to account. Established relations and connections with the Huddersfield SU 

Officers and gain an insight into their objectives. This was especially noticeable with their Students’ Union President 

Sabrina, we both got elected onto the UD Zone Committee and I will be asking her for advice about library fines.   

Meetings 

Attended a number of meetings such as Finance & Audit committee, Academic Board, Honorary Awards committee 

(confidential) and Finance Staffing and Resources.  

Other information  

Free printing room is almost ready to be used.  

Been involved in interviewing for student Trustees. 

Involved in the new Skype for business demo which the university and SU are implementing.  

Varsity on October 5th was a success with Leeds Beckett winning 33-31 overall. There was a new record for the finale 

Rugby match with a crowd of 15,535!  

Trip to Poland  

I and Maddy Andrews VP Equality and Diversity are attending the UJS/HET Lessons from Auschwitz programme and 

trip to Poland in November. This is a Anti-Racism Anti-Fascism development opportunity for student leaders. UJS in 

partnership with the Holocaust Education Trust [H.E.T], is offering sabbatical student leaders and leaders of faith 

groups on campus an important and inspiring opportunity to explore the tragic consequences of racism and join 

their peers in the student movement in furthering our anti-Racism and anti-Fascism [ARAF] work. In addition to the 

one-day trip to Krakow and Auschwitz- Birkenau, this project will include a half-day seminar prior to the trip at which 

participants learn about pre-war Jewish life, hear testimony from a Holocaust survivor and meet their group to 

prepare for their visit. There will then be a follow-up afternoon seminar in London/Manchester, enabling 

participants to contextualise the experience, and bring student leaders together in strengthening our joint efforts to 

combat prejudice on campus. 

Drink responsibly 

Working with Jacqui Lawton and Alexandra Kenyon in regards to increasing the awareness of responsible drinking. 

This is linking to social responsibilities. We (Leeds Beckett and Diageo) will ascertain what our (Leeds Beckett) 

students think of the advertisement.  This project is under the health and well-being agenda of our students; e.g. 

nudging their conscience to drink responsibly (potentially link to the NUS campaign of AlchoholImapct). There will be 

pop ups where students passing through the student hub at Headingley will be asked to view an advertisement and 

comment on it. Students will review the social marketing advertisements from Diagio (alcoholic drinks industry e.g. 

Smirnoff, Guinness etc).  Diagio are very good in terms of their social responsibilities and have produced 

an advertisement encouraging students to drink responsibly.  

https://www.facebook.com/ricklfc1
http://ujs.org.uk/current/about/
http://www.het.org.uk/


Joe Murray, President, Leeds Beckett Students’ Union statement: 

“The Students’ Union is committed to improving alcohol awareness amongst its members and we support the 

University in its efforts to carry out research in this important area. We look forward to hearing what our students 

have to say about the campaign.” 

Leeds Fashion Festival  

I have met with Lisa Darwin who is organising the Leeds Fashion Festival in April next year at Leeds Arena. This event 

will include Fashion, Hair, Beauty and Lifestyle brands with a huge shopping exhibition, multiple fashion shows, 

workshops, seminars, very much like Clothes Show Live at the NEC in Birmingham. She is working with all the 

Universities here in Leeds, especially with the Fashion, Media, Event Management, Photography and Journalism 

courses. We met in the aim of involving the SU (such as volunteering) and encourage students to get involved.  The 

event is planned with a student focus in mind and they are building a catwalk to show students fashion creations as 

part of the main event, alongside high profile designers and high street brands such as Topshop, Diesel, Reiss, French 

Connection, River Island, Zara, H&M, and Primark etc.            

Accommodation prices 

I met with David Collett Head of Campus and Residential Services and Hannah Buschini Accommodation and 

Residential Service Manager with VP Welfare Kelly-Anne Watson and SU Chief Executive Nicky Goldthorpe to discuss 

accommodation rents. Kelly stated her interests in implementing an affordable housing policy (£90-£111). They 

stated that some single bedrooms were in that bracket however it may be unworkable due to them being in a deficit. 

Kelly has ‘affordable housing’ as one of her objectives this year and so if you want to know more please contact her.  

World Mental Health Day  

It was World Mental Health Day and your VP Welfare Kelly-anne Watson organised a fantastic glitter filled event at 
the City Campus which included many stalls raising awareness of mental health. At Headingley campus the university 
celebrated World Mental Health Day with a whole host of well-being activities. All officers were involved in the 
#IAMWHOLE campaign. "Mental health is one of the principle worries affecting young people - 1 in 4 people will 
experience a mental health problem in any given year- today starts the conversation that we should all be having 
about mental health and the stigmas attached to it. The #IAMWHOLE campaign spreads the message that ‘together 
we are whole’ and we should be tackling this issue together." As Officers we pledged support to World Mental 
Health Day, by drawing a circle on our hands as a symbol of awareness.  

 

http://phonebook.leedsbeckett.ac.uk/main/result.htm?search=Head+of+Campus+and+Residential+Services&searchby=Job+Title&exact=true
https://www.facebook.com/kellyanne.watson
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/iamwhole?source=feed_text&story_id=1487606144590143
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/iamwhole?source=feed_text&story_id=1487606144590143


D.2 Accountability and Support Panel – Meg Robinson, VP Education – 22nd Nov 2016 

 

General Update from Officer 

Officer Position 

Meg Robinson (MR) Vice President Education  

Panel members 

Riccardo Stone (RS) Chair 

Lizzy Cartwright (LC) Temporary Place 

Mikey Barrett (MB) Temporary Place 

Ben Leonard (BL) Temporary Place 

Also present 

Jess Balme (JB)                                                                 Staff support  

 

Alex Webster (AW) Secretary 

 

I have a supporting document along with this report as well as a copy of all materials I have made 

reference to in this report, however it is approximately 14 pages long so I have not printed it to be 

mindful of the environment. Should you require a copy of anything please contact me via Facebook 

(/meganjayderobinson) or email (megan.robinson@live.co.uk). This section will include everything I 

have accomplished outside of my objectives and mandates. Please feel free to ask as many questions 

as you like, or if you would like any more elaboration at any point. 

 
Governance: My responsibilities for the role as Vice President Education also include being a part of 
the governance team as a student governor, which means I attend board meetings for the highest 
and second highest decision making bodies at the university. I attend these meetings alongside Joe 
Murray, SU President.  
 
Meetings & Outcomes: 
6th July: Academic Board 
15th July: Board of Governors 
 
17th October: Academic Quality and Standards Committee:  
During this board meeting I was able to speak about the problems we have been having with course 
reps and ask the academics for some support. They agreed that largely there is a problem with 
recruitment, namely students not wanting to be course reps, or when they agreed to be course reps 
they changed their mind after seeing the agreement. However the Deans said they would reach out 
to their academics more and hope this increases numbers. 

mailto:megan.robinson@live.co.uk


 
NUS Conference: Leeds Beckett Students’ Union is affiliated with the National Union of Students, as 
part of this affiliation the sabbatical officers are invited to conferences throughout the year.  
 
Meetings & Outcomes:  
Monday 18th July-Thursday 21st July: Education Lead & Change  
 
25th October-26th October: Higher Education Zone: This conference took place in Stratford-Upon-
Avon and was regarding refreshing officers around educational matters, the NUS plans for the 
Teaching Excellence Framework as well as electing the National Executive Committee for NUS and 
the Higher Education Zone Committee. This was also a chance to hold the full-time officers to 
account with an accountability session, I attended all workshops, voting and accountability session. 
This conference was a real eye-opener for me, and has given me a lot to work on, however I have to 
express I am a little disappointed with some aspects. Firstly, there is such an atmosphere within the 
NUS conference circle which I believe has arisen due to the election of the president, Malia. Every 
officer appears to be on one side or the other which made the conference rather toxic. In terms of 
higher education, I was disappointed to see a change in tactic from Sorana Veiru, the full time officer 
for higher education. During Lead & Change, we were essentially given an ultimatum which was to 
boycott the NSS or be exiled if you do not. Many education officers did not want to go through with a 
boycott for a number of reasons, and we were all made to feel wrong in doing this. We were also 
told that we could not engage with our MP’s as the TEF was going to go through any way, so when I 
got back I explained it was not possible to do this. At Zones, we were told the boycott was now a ‘last 
resort’ and that lobbying MP’s is an available option, this switch in rhetoric has displeased many 
officers including myself, as I have spent the last 4 months disengaging with NUS due to their lack of 
support for those who did not want to boycott. I feel this stance should have been adopted from the 
start, and whilst I am supported now, I feel I have wasted the past 4 months on something which is a 
mandate because NUS essentially told me to. However, the workshops I attended were more useful, 
such as looking into end of module reviews which is now something I have installed into the course 
rep training. The workshop discussed how they contributed to improving teaching and what they 
actually measure, this gave me an idea to encourage course reps to look over mid, and end of 
module reviews with their course leader and work together to iron out any issues and celebrate 
course successes together. The conference also gave me a keener eye on liberation issues and helped 
me to realise that my privilege means I do not always notice the barriers that I should, and the 
workshops around this helped me to deepen my knowledge on this and open my eyes to it more.   
 
University & SU Restructure (Week commencing 8th August):  
Before my term began the university started a restructure where existing faculties are being diluted 
down into schools, which has in turn had an effect on the SU. Since being in office, I have contacted 
all existing faculty reps about this change, as it has meant their roles have changed and some are 
having to share their roles now. All school reps have now been elected, trained and are aware of 
their roles and how they differ from the previous faculty rep role. Some school rep roles were not 
fulfilled and so the school rep similar to that school will be taking on both schools and running 
forums in conjunction. The bye-law changes have been passed through student council and I have 
seen some school reps beginning their forums, so all is running smoothly on this front. Should any 
rep reading this report need any additional support from me please do not hesitate to contact me.  
 
Course Representatives:  
Course reps sit within the remit of the VP Education, and was one of the main reasons I ran for this 
role. The personal stories I have from my experience of being a course rep are where my passion for 
this role comes from. I am actively involved in the course rep system and I feel as though my voice is 
heard regarding this, so I have to thank the student voice coordinator for academic representation 
and the rest of the Student Voice team for including me in this process.  



 
Meetings & Outcomes:  
 
Know Your Course Rep Week (Week commencing 24th October-27th October):  
This campaign was launched to help spread awareness of course reps, to go alongside the launch of 
our new course rep system on the SU website. However, this week had to take a slight direction 
change due to the recruitment of course reps being very slow, at the time we had less than 300 
course reps, and if the week went ahead as planned it would not work as you cannot spread 
awareness for reps who do not exist. So instead, we ran it to highlight gaps in the university structure 
on where we do not have reps, this will help us target the schools which may need some additional 
support. I currently do not have the results from the week, however myself and student voice team 
worked shifts on the stalls talking to students about course reps with incentives such as shopping 
voucher competitions and free candy floss.  
 
Course Rep Training (Week Commencing 31st August)  
Despite low numbers of course reps compared to previous years, the course rep training has still 
gone ahead for those reps we already have. This has largely been run the student voice coordinator 
for academic representation, with the help from her student staff, I also join where I can and luckily I 
have managed to attend all but one so far. The course rep training was originally meant to be a large 
scale event, however due to low recruitment we have had to switch back to separate training 
sessions ran over a number of weeks. At the moment, the training needs work but it does function, 
reps have engaged with me since and seem very keen to make changes, we really have some 
fantastic ones this year. The reps are engaging with the Facebook page we have created for all reps 
and have added me on social media too, with many of them asking questions. It is moments like 
these that make me proud to be part of the journey, seeing people really focussed on our mission 
statement of making students’ lives better and being active participants in the journey. I look 
forward to the next training sessions and meeting more course reps with the same passion and drive 
as me.  
 
Leeds Beckett App Attendance Monitoring (Week commencing 26th September):  
The Leeds Beckett app has been plugged all over campus, with hundreds of students using it now. 
However, it has come to my attention that this app is contributing to the mistreatment of 
international students, a lecturer has actually approached me and told me they have to sign off the 
attendance of international students separately. This is completely unacceptable and they are using 
the attractive idea of an app to monitor students. I am in the process of meeting with Phil Cardew to 
discuss this, I know the UKVI license the university holds to recruit international students had a 
recommendation attached to it which said to ensure international students are monitored to make 
sure they leave the UK after their study. Whilst to some this might sound fair enough, but daily 
monitoring of a student will not ensure this, if a student is going to outstay their visa, they will do so 
whether a lecturer monitors their attendance of classes on a daily basis. Monitoring international 
students like this is unacceptable and I refuse to stand by whilst it happens.  
 
Meetings & Outcomes 
13th October: Phil Cardew: The Head of Membership Engagement and I attended a meeting with Phil 
Cardew (Deputy Vice Chancellor, Academic) to discuss attendance monitoring and the situation with 
international students. He admitted that the system is flawed, and if we did not have the system 
things would be better, but in order to recruit international students and keep our license to do so 
(UKVI) we must follow the recommendations given to us. He suggested a lighter touch approach 
could potentially be adopted, but it is within Jenny Shares remit (Secretary and Registrar), and so a 
meeting with her needs to be booked. Phil also told me the attendance monitoring is only happening 
in small teaching spaces such as workshops and seminars and will not be used in lecture theatres.    
 



Free Printing (Week commencing 19th September):  
The SU have managed to secure free printing for all Leeds Beckett students. Due to so much 
opposition from the university, we went in house and found a way around this. Through a company 
called AIWIP, students can now send their documents through an app which will then interact with 
the printer and print for free. To cover the cost, a small strip of advertising will be put at the bottom 
or overleaf on each sheet, so students unfortunately cannot print their assignments. There is two 
printers, one in the new Free Printing Hub at city campus and one in the student hub at Headingley 
campus so all students can benefit from this. This is a huge win for students, and I’m incredibly proud 
to be part of the union when we have achieved this. This has also given us a very strong platform to 
lobby the university to stop paper/physical submissions which is something we can now look into.  
 
Meetings and Outcomes 
Since the release and advertisement of free printing, the university have blocked the printers from 
being allowed on their system, this creates problems for students using it as they will not be able to 
access the printers via the app. This block essentially means the printing has been put on hold until 
we can negotiate an agreement with the university. This was being done with Student Voice and the 
IT Team at the university, however I have now been involved with this as a conclusion has not been 
reached. 
 
18th October: Basem El-Haddadeh: Basem called a meeting to discuss the printing, I think he did this 
because Joe had previously told him it was under my remit and I had been promoting it via social 
media. I was concerned about this meeting as I did not know the recent movement with the printers 
due to it being handled by Student Voice so I asked John to accompany me. Basem was concerned 
that I had not mentioned it during our introductory meeting, where I stated it was not an objective of 
mine and was going ahead via Student Voice. The printers were discussed at length, with Basem 
explaining the reason for the block is due to the printers coming from an external company, so the 
university want to communicate with AIWIP before allowing them through the universities firewall. 
He assured me the printers would be allowed through soon and that is the last update I have been 
given.  
 
Leeds Beckett Students Union Bye-Elections (Week commencing 3rd October) 
Campaigning (3rd-7th October)  
Voting period (5th-7th October) 
I ran for National Union of Students (NUS) delegate in the bye-elections and won in the 1st round 
with over 350 votes. The campaign lasted approximately 1 week, with voting open on specific dates. I 
found this election much smoother due to single sign-on and I felt I engaged with a lot of students. 
For me it was amazing to win my position, but actually being out there listening and talking to 
students was the winning point for me and has given me a lot to take away and work on.  
 
Board of Trustees 
One of the many ‘hats’ we must wear as sabbatical officers is the Trustee, which is enacted during 
Trustee meetings. Here we debate the policies past at council as well as the union as a whole 
including bar sales and our financial situation.  
 
Meetings & Outcomes 
27th October: Board of Trustees Meeting: During this meeting the policies were debated, 
unfortunately the policy regarding no platforming was sent back with amendments, however the 
remaining policies passed with little debate or controversy. This was my first trustee meeting, and 
whilst I was nervous as due to workload we had not been trained as much as I would have wanted, 
but overall I enjoyed it. It was refreshing to be part of a meeting where all members cared about the 
SU and how we work, I left the meeting feeling more engaged and focussed around myself and my 
objectives. In terms of the motion which did not pass, we have decided that motion proposers and 



seconders attend the executive committee we have before student council and possibly meet with 
them before trustees to ensure good motions pass at the board.  
 
Developing Excellent Academic Practice (DEAP) 
DEAP is a concept which was brought into fruition by the Centre for Learning and Teaching. DEAP 
consists of 4 forums which discuss an area of the education pathway, and the results of each forum 
go on to shape the 2 day conference in the summer. All academics are invited to this along with 
students and the Students’ Union.  
 
Meetings & Outcomes 
1st November: DEAP Forum: The first forum of the year looked at student orientation and how 
academics can inspire students to become active participants in their learning. The forum consisted 
of academics who are examples of good practice delivering presentations around their work, along 
with a networking sessions and a Q and A with the forum. Largely, I found this useful as it highlighted 
the academics which could potentially be allies with regards my objectives and benefitting students 
in general, as well as clearly highlighting the academics who are not. I was able to expand my 
network more, and look at the alternatives academics are using around teaching, such as flipped 
classrooms and learning. I also got the impression some academics would like to use attendance as 
an element of their final grade for assessments, something which I think could potentially be 
damaging, and so I will now be liaising with student voice to put a motion for council regarding this. It 
has also given me some ideas around group work, which was on the manifestos of school rep 
candidates and is something students have complained about. Instead of being graded on group 
work, which is problematic in itself, I would like to put a motion forward to council to lobby the 
university to only use group work up to the point of assessment.  
  
MR delivered their general update to the panel. 
 
MR stated the NUS appearing to be showing more flexibility in terms of tactical options for 
campaigning against the use of the National Student Survey (NSS) within the Teaching Excellence 
Framework (TEF). 
 
MR also stated that also there are a low number of course Reps this year the engagement from the 
ones we have seems high. 
 
MR informed the panel the No Platform policy was not passed by the board of trustees and will be 
most likely resubmitted to Student Council with amendments. With regard to this the Exec team felt 
they were not informed enough on the policy to sufficiently support it. To address this the Exec team 
plan to invite all policy submitters to an Exec Committee meeting so they can learn more about the 
policy prior to presenting them to the Board of Trustees.  
 
RS questioned how international students are currently being registered/logged in lectures 
differently to domestic students. 
 
RS also sought clarification on the NSS and its relation to TEF. 
MR clarified the NSS’s inclusion within TEF and made the panel aware the Exec team is considering a 
possible referendum on opposing such a use of the NSS. 
 
Further discussion took place with regard to the NSS, TEF, and the plans NUS boycott of the NSS.  
 
 

 



Progress on Objectives 

 

1. Objective 1 + details of progress on objective 

Objective 1: Lecture Capture:  
This objective is around the recording of lectures and is my biggest objective. I would like a university 
policy to be written on lecture capture to ensure that lectures are recorded for all students. I would 
like lecture capture to be rolled out by September 2017, so this year will be spent overcoming the 
related obstacles and making sure the correct training and systems are in place.  
 
Meetings & Outcomes: 
15th August: Learning Systems:  
17th August: IT Services  
25th August: Centre of Learning & Teaching: 
31st August: Phil Cardew  
 
9th November: Panopto Conference: I attended a conference alongside Simon Thomson from the 
Centre of Learning & Teaching which showcases Panopto as a system for lecture capture and many 
other things. Simon and I have taken a lot away from the conference that we can work with, such as 
designing a staff guide to lecture capture from his end and student guide for it from the Students 
Union. Due to the nature of lecture capture, these small steps are crucial to stop academics being 
resistant regarding lecture capture. 
 
 
MR states they have being trying to build academic support for lecture capture. 
 
MR has received support on the matter from disability services. Also mentioned concerns of the use 
of lecture capture within the Prevent framework, this could be addressed by lecturers having direct 
control over recording and seminars not being recorded.  
  
 

2. Objective 2 + details of progress on objective 

Objective 2: Plug Sockets around Campus  
This objective is based around students needing more power on campus, with the Leeds Beckett App 
fast approaching, and phones/tablets becoming more and more accessible regarding lectures, 
students need more power. This objective aims to achieve just that without hindering on price as 
well as moving with the times, by having it written into the new buildings that plug sockets will be 
included in lecture theatres by the seats, as taking apart current lecture theatres could disrupt the 
learning experience students have. Secondly, I would like to have a selection of charging boxes in the 
SU bar so students can store their phones and charge them safely. I began this objective by looking 
into companies which provided charge boxes as well as approached Estates to see what they could 
do.  
 
Meetings & Outcomes 
1st September 2016: ChargeBox:  
12th September: Estates:  
 



28th October: Email from David Hemming: I followed up the meeting with David Hemming who 
assured me the task is underway at both city and Headingley bar:  
 
‘Hi Meg 

Phil Atkinson has been working on the first phase of your requirement, the enhancement of the 

power provision in your two SU bars.  His initial findings are:  

 Headingley.  Relatively simple to achieve at minimal cost.  There is already quite a good 

provision, it’s just that the fascia of the sockets have been painted black so are not easily 

seen. 

 City.  This could require a more complex solution and will incur a greater cost. 

 

I’ve asked Phil to work up these two schemes and get them costed, in order that we can make a 

proper investment appraisal.  The figure he has suggested shouldn’t break the bank but I just need to 

go through an appropriate level of diligence.  Phil can give further information on the solution if you 

need it.’  

My next step is to follow this up and have this all confirmed in writing.  

 

2nd November: Paul Smith: I met with Paul Smith to have an induction as I had only met him at board 
meetings. He oversees a number of elements in the university including David Hemming and Estates 
in general. He assured me that having plug sockets is in the specification, but will not be until the 3rd 
section of it which will be available in February. 
 
MR is focusing on implementing this objective within the SU bars and new university builds.  
 
The deputy Chief Executive will be helping MR negotiate with the university on this objective.   
 

3. Objective 3 + details of progress on objective 

 Objective 3: Whose £9k is it anyway? 
For this objective I would like students to become more aware of where their tuition fees are going, 
with the hopes that more transparency will exist between student tuition fees and the university. 
The end result of this is wall graphics around campus and such information being included at 
Freshers and Refreshers, the information will be easy to read and visually attractive to ensure 
students read it. This is also an opportunity for student’s to become more aware of the services and 
resources the university has which they may not know about e.g. some of their fees will go on the 
self-service laptops.  
 
Meetings & Outcomes 
1st August 2016: Phil Harrison:  
31st August 2016: Emma Blake:  
 
13th October: Email from Emma Blake: I have since followed up this meeting and checked on the 
progress of this objective. Unfortunately due to finance completing their year-end accounts, the 



objective has yet to get off the ground. Emma has assured me the objective will be worked on as 
soon as this has finished.  
 
MR stated that that progress is going well and the information should be ready in February. 
 
BL expressed concerns the objective could be used as a PR exercise for the University.   
 
MR responded to these concerns and stated the Students’ Union will have control over how the 
information is presented to students and the hope that the University will provide its accounts for 
the Students’ Unions researcher to check.  

 

Progress on Mandates from Student Council 

 

TEF: A policy was passed before my term in office which opposed the Teaching Excellence 
Framework, whilst the resolves and recommendations were carried out, our Vice Chancellor was not 
consulted within this process. Consulting the Vice Chancellor is an NUS policy related to TEF and so I 
carried this out as a mandate. The NUS have also been encouraging Unions to boycott or sabotage 
the National Student Survey, as this is the only metric used in the TEF that is controlled by students. I 
was given the final say on this action and I decided that whilst I agree with the idea, not all unions 
will do it and therefore it will be like self-sabotage, damaging our union which recently got 70% in the 
last NSS. However, I did sign the NUS open letter opposing the TEF.  
 
Meetings & Outcomes  
30th August: Peter Slee & Phil Cardew: I met with the Vice Chancellor, Peter Slee and the Deputy Vice 
Chancellor Academic, Phil Cardew to discuss the TEF and how we move forward. Both the VC and 
DVC took the stance that they like the idea of teaching excellence, but not in the way the TEF is going 
about it and they especially do not like the link to the fees. However, if they don’t put the university 
in for TEF the university will fail, we both agreed it was like putting a gun to a universities head, in or 
out we are going to suffer. Peter and Phil have both offered to come along and speak at anything, be 
it student council or anything else. Peter Slee then emailed me afterwards with his thoughts which I 
will include below: 
 

(a) ‘The NSS has been with us for many years. I have worked for three different universities since 

its inception. It is a crude measure but in my experience it has encouraged universities to put 

more effort and resource into improving teaching and outcomes for students.  

(b) I don’t agree with the view expressed by the NUS that the NSS has been used to put unfair 

pressure on staff. Largely speaking I think it has helped shape conversations about ways in 

which student learning can be better supported. 

(c) Like the NUS I don’t much like the link between elements of the NSS and differential 

increases in student fees.  

(d) I take this view because I don’t think students should be forced pay more for what may be 

classified as better teaching. Everyone who goes to university is entitled to the best possible 

service. Likewise, if a university, or a course within a university is not doing as well as it 

might, how does restricting funding enable it to improve? 



(e) I have great sympathy with student concerns over rising fees. In a perfect world fees 

wouldn’t rise. But… if we want to be able to retain the best teachers and invest in up to date 

facilities to support learning then over time some level of fee increase is inevitable. (a 1% rise 

in staff pay puts our costs up by £1.2m) Indeed, before the £9K fee was introduced in 2012 

fees were raised by inflation every year. 

(f) I would like to see a more supportive national bursary system. At present the “education” 

part of a student experience at university is free at the point of delivery. Of course it has to 

be repaid through the tax system later, but at least lack of family income doesn’t mean 

tuition fees are unaffordable. But sadly the same isn’t true for living costs. I worry that if 

support for the poorest members of our community is not increased it is this that could 

prevent them from making a life changing investment in HE. 

(g) I also think it is important that we as a university work hard to ensure we reduce fringe 

charges (like printing) as far as is possible and seek to ensure our students get the best 

possible value during their time with us. Here I think the dialogue between the SU and our 

University senior team is important and valuable so we can work together on this agenda. 

(h) So, will boycotting the NSS affect the TEF and prevent fee rises? I don’t think so because the 

TEF contains other sources of information about progression and jobs which would be used 

instead. Boycotting or sabotaging the NSS would simply reduce information which helps us 

help you. 

(i) Finally, I would be happy to come and talk to students about these issues if that would help.’ 

 
16th September: Barbara Colledge & Quality Assurance Services (QAS): I attended a meeting with 
John with QAS to discuss the TEF among various other things, the university will be putting in for 
their TEF score/rating at the earliest time of January. Whilst this is disappointing and something I do 
not support, I understand the plight the university is in, at this point if they go with TEF the university 
will suffer as we are simply not as good as other universities according to this metric. Alternatively, if 
they do not go with TEF the university will lose a lot too in terms of advertisement and appeal, so 
they are damned if they do and damned if they don’t. Unfortunately, incoming students have been 
aware of the potential changes to their fees, and this was agreed at Board of Governors before my 
term in office, however continuing students will not see an increase in their fees. I do not support the 
link TEF has to fees, and I don’t think it’s a good metric to measure teaching excellence, which I 
voiced at the meeting and was the general consensus. TEF at this point cannot be stopped and as a 
union we now need to work together to support students who will be hit hardest by this. I asked 
Barbara if I could be consulted and kept in the loop with everything relating to TEF and she assured 
me I would be.  
 
20th October: Student Council: Peter Slee attended Student Council and was given a 30 minute slot 

for answering questions any students had on the TEF. 

 
25th October-26th October: NUS Zones: During Zones we were told that the 3rd reading of the HE Bill is 
going through the House of Lords, which means the opportunity to lobby MP’s is available. The 
rhetoric around the NSS boycott has been switched, and is now referred to as a ‘last resort’. Sorana 
(Vice President, Higher Education) seems to be more supportive of unions which are not boycotting 
which could be more beneficial to us. 



 
Prevent: 
To ensure Prevent is still on the Agenda, I have emailed Shelly Asquith regarding Prevent materials so 
I can begin to run panels. She has replied, and I emailed back to which she has yet to reply. I have 
also spoken to Sarah Gillborn, post-graduate representative who is going to be working on the panels 
with me.  
 
Update: Sarah Gillborn has sent me a list of contacts who I have yet to contact, and Shelly has not 
replied to my email, so I need to send this again.  
 
Free Education: 
In support of free education and opposition to what the government is doing to our education 
systems currently, I will be attending the National Demo on the 19th November. I am currently in the 
process with other universities in Leeds to come together and arrange transport, this is also open to 
students too and will be advertised more in the coming weeks.  
 
Meetings & Outcomes:  
11th October: Planning Meeting 
13th October: Leeds Beckett Socialist Students 
21st October: Planning Meeting 
 
 
Further discussion takes place regarding the NSS and TEF. MR sought input from the panel members 
with regard to their opinions on the subject matter and the best course of action for the Students’ 
Union. 
 
MR also stated that the NUS is seeking an impact assessment on the NSS and possible action taken 
against it. However this is unlikely to be completed prior to the implementation of the NSS within 
TEF.  
 
Concerns were also raised regarding the boycott strategy and its dependence on high student 
engagement.   
 
In relation to this MR states Peter Slee and Phil Cardew are willing to attend Student Council again. 
 
MR also highlighted that the Higher Education Bill had passed its third reading in Parliament. 
 
MR provides feedback on the NUS national demonstration in London on the 19th Nov.   
 

Any other business 

 

Scrutiny & Accountability Panel: 
I have included this in the mandates section as it is a part of student council and how as an officer I 
am held to account. The scrutiny and accountability panel ensures I am supported in my role, held to 
account and given any guidance during my time here. The panel is made up of an SU staff member, 
and a selection of reps from student council, each panel aims to have reps from each area (general, 
academic, society, liberation) and lasts for approximately an hour.  
 
Meetings & Outcomes 



11th October: Meeting attended by: Ben Leonard (General), Sarah Gillborn (Post-Graduate), Jack 
Harrison (Societies), Jenny Kelly (School), Alex Webster (Staff – Activism & Campaigns Co-Ordinator) 
and Michael Austin (Student Voice Manager).  
I gave every member of the panel my contact details and invited them to contact me for further 
information or elaboration on any points, I encouraged panel members to ask me anything as I really 
wanted to be held to account and not let off in any way. The rest of the meeting was spent going 
through my report and answering any questions that were asked, I will include a breakdown of 
outcomes from the panel but overall I thought it went well and it made me look forward to student 
council a lot more.  
 
Student Council Training:  
I have now been fully trained for student council meetings which take place approximately once a 
month. The training has enabled me to be able to successfully speak on motions as well as general 
behaviour during council, I would like to thank the student voice team for putting on this training as 
it has made me feel more confident with student council and excited to engage with it.  
 
Student Council Meeting (19th October):  
The first student council of the year took place, where all motions put forward had passed. I put two 
motions forward, one regarding online reputation which enables the advice service to run a 
campaign on this. My second motion was to change the byelaws of the Students Union to reflect the 
university restructure, both motions passed unanimously. No reps had any questions relating to my 
report, however many were supportive once council was adjourned with the work I had done and 
asked some questions.  
 
It was concluded from the meeting that although the NSS boycott will not be currently going ahead, 
that getting the Vice Chancellor to take a public stance was a good starting point, Ben Leonard and 
Sarah Gillborn took up the offer to have him attend student council to answer further questions 
about the Teaching Excellence Framework (TEF). Sarah requested the gender pay gap figures which I 
am currently retrieving for her and has also agreed to help me set up some Preventing Prevent 
panels, as ex VP Welfare, this is something she worked on and so has key contacts for. A living wage 
policy will be submitted to council which will include the gender pay gap as a way to address it. It was 
also agreed that my objective regarding fees will work to dispel the myth that increased fees leads to 
an increase in university staff wages.  
 
MR informs the panel that they are currently acting as President in Joe Murray’s absence and all 
Presidential matters are to be referred to her.  
 



D.3 Accountability and Support Panel – VP Equality and Diversity – Nov 2016 

 

 

Officer Position 

Maddy Andrews (MA) Vice President Equality and Diversity 

 

Panel members 

Mikey Barrett (MB) Chair 

Alix Doren (AD) Temporary Place 

Jamie Hutchinson (JH) Temporary Place 

Beth Fenner (BF) Temporary Place 

 

Also present 

Michael Austin (Mike)                                                   Staff support  

Alex Webster (AW) Secretary 

 

 

General Update from Officer 

 

Preparation for Poland 

Leading up to the trip to Poland have attended a seminar in Manchester. 

Aisomwan 101 Event 

This event went well, not a large turnout but everyone that came seemed to really enjoy themselves and take a lot 

away from it. 

Herstory Event 

Again this didn’t have the largest of turnouts however it was a great event and everyone enjoyed themselves and 

learned a lot. 

Homeshare 

Working with Cath on a blog article, communications and more. 

Preparation for Disability History Month  

Have been working alongside Christine Simpson and Kelly-Anne as well as others to plan events for this month. 

Student Focused Group for the Race Equality Charter 

 



I have been asked by Phil Cardew to help co-ordinate a student focused group to feed into the race equality charter. 

MA delivered their general update. 

MA provided further detail to the panel about their trip to Poland and the interfaith relationships it will hopefully 

help build. 

MA provided information on the Black History Month event Aisomwan 101 Event and that ‘Expand Young Minds’ 

were brought in to help with the event. 

MA stated that there have been no sign ups for the Homeshare scheme yet put hopefully recruitment will pick up in 

January when International students arrive. 

MB sought further detail on the Aisomwan 101 event and gender demographics at the Herstory event, specifically if 

the event tried to appeal to man in order to confront sexism.  

MA stated that they wanted the event to focus on women’s history and for the event to be a safe space but 

expression strong appreciation for MB feedback. 

AD suggested marketing the Homeshare scheme to estranged students. 

MA stated that this is being looked into, especially with regards to LBGTQ+ students. 

MB asked for further information on disability history month events, MA will provide the information when it is 

available.   

 

Progress on Objectives 

Gender Neutral Toilets 

Awaiting progress on information of the full toilet facilities at the University and which we will be able to use for 

what. 

MA stated plans are in place to evaluate current toilet stock and they are still waiting to hear back on this. 

MA stated that one of the female toilets in the Rose Bowl will be changed to a Gender Neutral Toilet (GNT) and that 

student feedback on this change will be sought. 

MA expressed concerns about slow progress on this objective and suggested tactics might have to change in order 

for this objective to be achieved.  

AD asked if there has been provision made for the GNTs to be accessible. MA stated this is something that is being 

taken into consideration. 

Mike updated the panel with regards to plans to put ‘super toilets’ into all new builds. Whilst these would fulfil the 

GNT criteria they would not provide any provision to individuals who require gendered toilets on religious grounds. 

Mike suggests MA and the GNT look further into this matter. 

Further discussion on the matter takes place. 

Disability Sport 

Have met with Ross Bibby which was really helpful and gave us a lot of information on all the disability sport 

available around Leeds. Will be scheduling a trip hopefully before Christmas. 



After meeting with Tom Muskett and Kate Dean and discussing more about the social model of disability I feel it is 

also important to work on making the sport the we currently have at our university more accessible and so with 

further meetings will be able to work on how best to do this.  

MA stated that there are lots on ongoing projects regarding this objective in Leeds and plans to link interested 

students up with them. 

MA stated they are also looking into the possibility of bringing one of these projects/teams onto campus for ‘Give it 

a Go week’. 

MA also stated that they want to focus on making all sport on campus more accessible. 

The idea of having a quiet, more accessible time within Fresher’s is discussed. 

BF stated an interest in working on increasing disability access within sports. 

 

24 Hour Access to Faith Space 

Have met with Katherine from the library to look at space however as recommended by Phil Cardew a paper is the 

best way forward so this will be brought to the University as soon as possible. 

MA said the library still isn’t willing to provide space. Complaints have come in of security within the library 

disturbing students within times of prayer. MA is planning on compiling these complaints into a report. MA has also 

attempted to contact the head of security but so far has not received a reply. 

MA and the Students’ Union CEO are also planning on drawing up a paper to deliver to the governing committees of 

the University regarding the need for a 24 hour faith space. 

Discussion on the matter took place which included ideas for further action. 

MB brought up the possibility of bringing the issue to Student Council 

Mike suggested there would be advantages of doing this as it would mandate the Students’ Union to work on the 

matter for 3 years. 

 

Progress on Mandates from Student Council 

National Demo 

Preparing for the National Demo later this month. 

MA attended the National demo. 

MA stated a need for better strategy from NUS. 

Discussion took place. 

Any other business  

NUS Zones 

Attended NUS zones however was unable to go to more than the introduction seminar due to getting a 24 bug. 

Discussion on the No platform policy took place. 



MA also attended Trustee training. 

MB asks if there is a way for MA to get minutes/notes from Zones. MA is looking into this. 

Discussion takes place on organising education and migrant rights activism locally. 

Mike points the panel to the NUS consultation on NUS democracy.  

 

  

 

 



D.4 Student Council – Accountability and Support Panel – Welfare - 21st Nov 2016 

 

Officer Position 

Kelly-anne Watson (KA) VP welfare officer  

Panel members 

Beth Fenner (BF) Chair 

 Temporary Place 

 Temporary Place 

 Temporary Place 

Also present 

Alex Webster (AW)                                            Staff support and secretary 

 

 

General Update from Officer 

UKDHM- disability history month. I have been a part of the planning of this event and I will be sitting 

on a panel as a disability ambassador.  

Recycling workshops- I have been a part of the new strategic decisions which the university will work 

towards becoming more sustainable.  

RYL- Attended the first meeting of the year with unipol and LUU (funding from unipol to target our 

students over LUU) 

Refloat-  LUU and Leeds city council are interested in promoting this project.  

Conferences 

Protecting and Supporting Students: Promoting Wellbeing, Confronting Harassment and 

PREVENTing Extremism -25th oct. 

Notes from conference- Speechs from, Dr Susan Hanson, Dr Justine Varney (public health England) 

Topic Improving health on campus, students and staff. Highly focused on domestic violence, 

explaining how it is a highly gendered issue. Gave research summary of losst domestic violence, 

bystander intervention, action employer and opportunity of dark data. 

Professor Graham Towl, ‘Tackling sexual violence at uk universities’  

Referred to hidden remarks and stand by me policy. Integrating a ‘norm’ to reporting sexual violence 

and harassment. Report called ‘Ending violence against women and girls’ was mentioned a few 

times.  



Lancaster union spoke about how they have managed to make consent workshops compulsory. They 

stated it should be compulsory for sports captains!  

Briefly spoke about Lad culture. 

Intervention initiative- bystanders/ sexual violence. I felt that it was not inclusive of non- binary 

students.  

Women on campus- was my favourite part of the conference. Good case study was Uconn – an 

American university.  

A for (MPs and spokesperson) and against (NUS) debate on prevent.  

Mental health- explained about funding, progress and recommendations for improving services.  

NUS zones conference-  

I attended the wefare zones, extremely interesting learning about NHS students and how we can 

support them. Good networking and information on drugs and drink at university. Was good to hear 

about campaigns surrounding sexual health. Great campaigning with Joe and Sabrina (hudderfield) 

for UD delegate.  

Attending Leeds annual landlord conference -23rd nov. 

KA Delivers their panel. 

KA further adds they have been continuing to work on implementing Rate Your Landlord. 

KA is also a Green Impact champion and will be pushing for more recycling options on Campus as 

well and a choice to opt-in or out for recycling with the city council to reduce contamination. As part 

of the Refloat programme a deal has been made with Hyde Park Cinema to store glass recycling in 

their basement, with the potential for some of the waste from Refloat to be used for art projects in 

Hyde Park. 

KA is also trying to get a speaking slot at the Leeds Annual Landlord conference to speak on 

affordable housing. 

 

Progress on Objectives 

1. Objective 1 + details of progress on objective 
 

Affordable housing policy. 

Met with David Collett Head of Campus and Residential Services and Hannah Buschini 

Accommodation and Residential Service Manager with Joe Murray and Nicky Goldthorpe to discuss 

accommodation rents. I stated that her interests in implementing an affordable housing policy (£90-

£111). They stated that some single bedrooms were in that bracket however it may be unworkable 

due to them being in a deficit. 



A meeting next week to finalise rents and discuss further quires with myself, Joe, Peter Slee, David 

collett.  

KA states that movement on this slow due to a number of complicated contracts the University has. 

KA (Confidential minute – See other document) 

2. Objective 2 + details of progress on objective 
 

Mental health support- To establish post mental health counselling support within the university. 

Have a wellbeing/ mental health conference next year.  

Meeting with Sarah Wilmer from Advice on further developments on this objective. Currently 

writing a mental health policy. I would like the university to adopt this policy.  

Mindwell project- meeting with the library and wellbeing next week to discuss advertising put on 

desk or corner of the computer directing the student to ‘mindwell’ icon on the front of all home 

screens of university computers. The idea is to help students de-stress during stressful periods of the 

year. This is a good tool to look up useful tips and is also a directory.  

KA states they are working on a mental health policy because currently there is not is not a totalising 

one and mental health issues are spread among a number of different policies.  

 

3. Objective 3 + details of progress on objective 
Stronger networks with Leeds city council and authorities.  

Student change over meeting was attended to discuss student community engagement. 

Rate your land lord committee  

Meeting with Nicole Darbyshire to discuss LB engagement with LCC.  

 Several meeting with High ways and Gillian hunter. 

Meeting organised with several cllrs next week.  

Break down of budgets and funding in Leeds city council and to individual departments and 

councillors was discussed in a projects committees  

KA is continuing to consult with local residents to try and get their approval for the lights in Beckett 

Park. 

KA states that Objective 3 highlights their wish to change their role title and specification to Welfare 

and Community. 

 

 



Progress on Mandates from Student Council 

Stand by me – Statement has been produced, Email to peter Slee has been sent. HE has agreed this is 

an important matter and he supports. Planned meeting to work on this with Phil Cardew.  

Lights in beckets park, another meeting to discuss funding with leeds city council and meeting with 

Paul smith next week.  

KA presents the statement they plan to release regarding the Zellick guidelines. 

 

Any other business 

Officer or panel members can raise any other items for discussion here, such as upcoming events or 

activities where support may be needed. 

Disability history month- 22nd nov- 9th dec 

KA is making a push for offline consent workshops to take place. One is being planned for 29th Nov. 

KA invites BF to the UKDHM and a discussion takes place on disability access with sports on Campus.  

 

 

 



D.5 Accountability and Support Panel – Activities – 16th Nov 2016 

 

Officer Position 

Harry Walters (HW) VP Activities officer  

Panel members 

Sarah Gillborn (SG) Chair 

James Starnes (JS) Temporary Place 

Beth Fenner (BF) Temporary Place 

Lizzy Cartwright (LC) Temporary Place 

Also present 

Ash Lucas (AL)                                                                  Staff support  

 

Darren Aldred (AD) Secretary 

 

 

General Update from Officer 

 

Talking with student staff that support our societies we have seen that a lot of societies are not directing the 

students they engage with to the website to pay their membership. Where I am concerned is that only students who 

have paid membership are members of societies. There are societies that have as little as 1 member and some that 

have 0. Committee members are being reminded they need to pay membership to their own society to technically 

be a member of it.  

If this continues I feel that something should be done to address this. 

 

HW made the panel aware that some societies have not paid their membership yet. HW explained that a message 
has gone out to societies that there are particular conditions for refreshers, one of these is to ensure that they have 
all paid members. HW also explained that in order to partake in the society reward scheme, all members have to be 
paid members. HW explained that this might need to be addressed further should some members continue to still 
not pay their membership.   
  
JS explained to the panel that they need to have supportive methods in place to ensure that this does not happen 

again. JS explained that they need to communicate well in advance with members and use mechanisms such as 

Facebook and Twitter to continually communicate with their members. HW explained that AL and he would be 

supporting members in order to pay. AL explained that members have not been contacted yet however Rose Sewell 

will be doing this.   

 

 

 



Progress on Objectives  

 

BeMedia Coverage of AU activities 

I have handed off all of the raw footage from varsity to a student to make videos from the day’s activities at 

Headingley. They will inform me when they have started and made progress on the content with that footage. 

A number of sports teams have been contacted about the BeRadio live stream for the BeMedia awareness week. 

They have been invited down to promote their team on the live stream. We have had some very positive feedback 

from clubs so far and I want to push this. 

HW explained that the AU have taken an interest in Be Radio and plan to deliver this on 30 November 2016. Lisa 
McCormick will be pushing this out. HW also explained that the initiation for club captains has been discussed.  
 
LC asked HW how people can get involved with Be Media as she has spoken to a lot of people who are potentially 

interested. HW explained that if anyone is interested in getting involved with BeMedia to get in touch with him. JS 

asked HW if there is any footage been created from the Varsity event. HW explained that a member of Be TV is 

making a trailer in his own time. 

 

Imbedding the Beckett Award 

The staff member for the Beckett Award has signed up a total of 7 students to date. This is very encouraging to see a 

strong number of students engaging with it this side of the academic year as well as the range of involvement within 

the SU they are coming from. 

HW made the panel aware that Sam Hunter is making good progress with the award and there are currently 8 

people signed up, members being form a range of SU departments. JS asked HW what the current target is for the 

amount of students enrolled on the award. HW made the panel aware that this is 20 students, 25% from HW 

himself. 

 

Developing the society reward scheme 

I am going to add to the requirements for the reward scheme. Societies will need to have all of their committee paid 

members of the society, all regular attendees are paid members and more. This will have to be agreed with by the 

society coordinator.  

HW made the panel aware again that in order to be enrolled on the scheme, membership needs to be paid. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Progress on Mandates from Student Council  

 

Prevent 

After reporting on the Prevent video idea at last panel none of the interested students have been in touch with me 

about percussing this project. 

HW made the panel aware that he is happy to help support Imogen Day, Women’s Rep on the creation of a Prevent 

video. 

 

Any other business  

University comms 

I have attended the student comms meeting along with the head of marketing and communications and chief exec. I 

am excited to see the development of this group to improve all comms going out to students. I am also pleased that I 

am on this group to put forward the student view and have made contributions to this group already. 

NUS Zones 

The article on my experience at NUS zones this year has been released through the union website. I am interested in 

increasing the political awareness of our students in any way possible.  

BeMedia 

BeMedia has appointed a political editor for BeOnline. They will be responsible for political content put out under 

their banner. They will also be getting in touch with the officers to conduct interviews with them about important 

issues and be critical on their work. 

MARKETING: HW made the panel aware that Marketing had a meeting with Marketing Service at the University. This 
meeting was very long-winded however useful as they discussed coordinating messages from the Students’ Union 
through the University to utilise communication and engagement. JS asked if the University have made a more 
unified approach with the Union in terms of the communication which go out, not taking full ownership of our 
events. HW explained that there will be another meeting on 5 December between the Students Union and University 
to discuss exactly how messages will be going out.  
 
ZONES: HW made the panel aware that he wrote an article about Zones conference. He also made the panel aware 
that he is trying to become more politically aware, however trying to break down the barriers of words/terminology 
which is quite hard to understand, into more simplistic terms to ease understanding. He hopes that using more 
simplistic terms will allow students to gain their own opinion easier and increase their engagement with the 
Students’ Union more.  
 
DEMO: SG asked HW if he had any involvement with the Free Education Demo and how he promoted it. HW 
explained that he did not go to the demo and did not promote it, however other officers did.  
 
Meeting closed at 12:20pm. 

 

 


